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OMG SUPER MORIGAMI!
Reprinted from Very Hush Hush (2022)

You gotta try your luck at least once a day because you could be going around lucky all day and
not even know it.
—Jimmy Dean

Stick with me baby, I’m the guy you came in with
Luck be a lady tonight.

—Guys And Dolls

THE PERFORMER displays a dozen or so different colorful playing cards from various casinos.
Each has a large letter written on its back.

I usually keep a card from each casino I go to. These letters are my ratings. I rate each casino
from “A” to ... um... “Z.” Some of these joints are really crummy.

The cards are all high cards: Aces, Kings Queens, Jacks, and Tens.

They’re all high cards. Never know when they might come in handy ... Let’s see how lucky you
are.

The performer shuffles the cards and mixes them face up and face down. Acknowledging the
“trust issues,” he gives the cards to his participant, who thoroughly shuffles them and gives
them a cut.

After the participant shuffles and cuts the cards, they are immediately dealt into three rows of
four cards each. Some of the cards are face up and some are face down.

At the participant’s direction, the rows and columns are turned over—“folded”—onto the
adjacent cards until the cards are collapsed into a single group. Each fold of a row or column
clearly turns some face-up cards face down, and some face-down cards face up.

Once the cards have been collapsed in this manner by the participant, the performer spreads
the cards. As expected, the cards are a mix of face-up and face-down cards.

The performer slides out the face-down cards.

Hmm ... I think you got lucky here ...
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He rearranges the face-down cards to show that the letters on the backs of the cards spell out
“L-U-C-K-Y”! On the heels of all the uncontrolled mixing by the participant, this is an amazing
result.

After absorbing this surprising turn of events, the performer states that the participant is
“really” lucky.

I think you were really lucky ... no, really, really lucky ...

He turns each of the “L-U-C-K-Y” cards face up, revealing a Royal Flush in Spades!

Definitely would not want to play cards with you!

WOW. SELF-WORKING. You will fool yourself. Knowing how it’s done, I am still amazed that it
works. Way back in Dear Mr. Fantasy, I observed, “It’s not just a card trick, it’s a toy!” Here, we
get to play with an extremely streamlined and gussied-up member of the class I call “Origami”
tricks, which combine Hummer’s Parity Principle with “card folding.”

In 2009, I stopped my Origami journey with “Origami Poker Revisited” in Six. Impossible. Things.
(collected in High Caliber [2015]). Completely self-working, I figured you got the most bang for
the buck possible—the lowest pain-to-glory ratio. For an impromptu, regular deck, self-working
card trick, I may have been right. It took me over ten years to realize that by writing on the
backs of the cards I could get an extra, inexplicable climax—twice the glory, same amount of
pain. The writing, however, took the trick out of the impromptu category and essentially meant
a packet trick (okay with me; I usually did it with casino cards wrapped in a two-dollar bill
anyway). There are a lot of ways to go here, but the different-colored casino backs
complemented the Royal Flush and “lucky” endings and generated an insane amount of eye
candy.

I am sure you’ll have as much fun with this “new toy” as I have.

WE’LL NEED twelve cards. They don’t have to have different-colored backs, but they can, and
look cool if they do. Of the twelve, five need to be a Royal Flush in Spades (Ace through Ten).
(Suits don’t matter in poker, I know, but most non-players think they do, and Spades resonate.)
The other seven cards are a mix of red and black picture cards (and maybe a red Ten). Because
the Spades are already in play, let’s make it five red and two black cards.

Get a broad-tipped Sharpie marker. On the backs of the Spades, starting with the Ace and
proceeding through the Ten, print the letters: L, U, C, K, and Y. On the backs of the remaining
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seven cards write a mixture of other letters.Wheel Of Fortune fans will recognize the most
common letters: R, S, T, N, and E. You can throw in a “Z,” for fun

I also mix the order of the Spades, so the Queen (the “C”) is on top of the packet, and the Ten is
fifth from the top. You’d want to mix the cards so the “L, U, C, K, Y” is not obvious anyway. I like
to have a “C” on top because it’s a more typical letter “grade,” and the Ten at the face so the
participants see at least one Ten.

Here is one possible set:

 Queen of Spades C
 Jack of Spades K
 Ace of Spades L
 King of Spades U
 Ten of Spades Y
 Jack of Hearts R
 Queen of Diamonds A
 Jack of Clubs T
 King of Diamonds S
 King of Clubs N
 Ten of Hearts F
 Queen of Hearts E

Showtime!

IN CONCERT, introduce the packet of cards. I wrap a folded two-dollar bill around it—for fun.
Show the backs of the cards first, pointing out the letters. Using different casino cards, I give the
line about rating the casinos from A to Z. Otherwise, say something else, or say nothing at all.

Then, turn the cards face up and spread them, remarking that they are all “high” cards.
However, in casually spreading the cards, simply don’t spread the last three Spade cards. Easy.

Square the cards and hold them face down.

Take the packet in your right hand in position for an overhand shuffle. I point out that shuffling
the cards changes their position. With your left thumb, in an overhand shuffle, pull off five
cards singly (the Spades), then shuffle off the rest of the cards. Make it loose and uneven.
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Next, spread off the top seven cards (the non-Spades) and turn them face up. Weave shuffle
the face-up cards into the face-down cards. The weave does not need to be perfect, just jam
them together.

Follow through by giving the cards a couple of vigorous overhand shuffles. The face-up and
face-down cards make these shuffles particularly vibrant—especially if you are using different-
colored back designs. They are, after all, real shuffles.

Then, hand the cards to your participant and ask them to shuffle them as well. I usually mime
an overhand shuffle, but any kind of mixing will do, as long as they don’t turn any cards over.
Let them shuffle as much as they want, then ask them to give the packet a cut.

All this mixing looks and feels so incredibly fair because it is.

Take the packet back and deal the cards into three rows, but in a special way.

Deal four cards from left to right but turn every other card over as you deal it.
Sometimes you’ll be turning a face-down card face up; sometimes turning a face-up card
face down.

Deal a second row, but this time from right to left, again turning over every other card.

Deal the last four cards from left to right, turning over every other card.

So, the final four-by-three configuration looks like this:
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1 2* 3 4*
>

8* 7 6* 5
<

9 10* 11 12*

* cards turned over when dealt

This back-and-forth “snake” deal, with the reversing cards, sets everything up. Trust me. Next:
the folding.

Tell your participant that you are going to “fold” the cards by turning a row or a column over
onto its neighbor and repeating the “fold” until the cards are restored to one group. However,
the participant will decide which rows and columns are folded, and in what order.

Imagine this is a piece of paper. I am going to fold it, one row or column at a time, until it’s
back into one group. And I want YOU to tell me which row or column to fold over.

To “fold”: Take each card in a row (or column) and turn it over onto the card in the row
adjacent to it. For example, in the above diagram, to “fold” the left column,

 Card 1 is turned over onto Card 2,
 Card 8 is turned over onto Card 7, and
 Card 9 is turned over onto Card 10.
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As the “folding” progresses, multiple cards may be turned over onto the adjacent card or cards,
resulting in a chaotic, uncontrollable look.

Fold the card grid as your participant directs. As you end the folding, note whether the Spades
end up face up, or face down. They need to be face down, so if you see that they’re face up,
give the cards “one final fold,” by simply turning over the reconstituted packet.

Spread the packet in a row on the table. Believe it or not there will be exactly five face-down
cards—and they will be the Spades! Think about this for a second. Right after your participant
freely shuffles and cuts, with no intervening action, you deal the three rows and they decide
how to reconstitute the packet. Nevertheless, these five cards have been controlled and
essentially produced.

But first ...

Slide the face-down cards out of the spread into a loose pile.

You can square the remaining cards and set them aside.

Returning to the face-down cards, tell your participant that they were lucky. They will, at this
point, have no idea what you are talking about. Rearrange the cards in a row, spelling the word
“LUCKY.”
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Spelling the word “Lucky” conveniently arranges the Royal Flush in order. Let the happy “Lucky”
coincidence sink in, then remark that actually they got “really, really lucky.” Again, they will not
know what you are talking about. One by one, turn the cards face up, revealing the Royal Flush.

It doesn’t get any better than that. Definitely would not want to play cards with you!
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AT FIRST glance, the Royal Flush may seem like a “Redundant Climax.” It’s not really, but even if
it was, that’s actually a good thing. The classic example is Max Maven’s seminal “B’Wave.” If
you recall, the participant’s named Ace:

 Appears face up
 Has a different color back
 The other three cards are blank

Basically, each of these climaxes is saying exactly the same thing. Accordingly, two of the three
are redundant and, the theory goes, unnecessary and do not add to the trick. But, as anyone
who’s actually performed the trick knows, the redundant climaxes do add to the trick and make
it seem more and more impossible. Why do you suppose that is? It really is three different ways
of saying that you knew which Ace would be named.

Or does it really? The redundant climaxes cancel out participants’ surmised solutions, both real
and, importantly, the potential solutions that they haven’t thought of yet.

Let’s take another look at ”B’Wave.” First, the named card is the only face-up card. A startling
affirmation of the performer’s psychic abilities. But wait! Couldn’t it be sleight of hand? Maybe
he skillfully turned the card over, and we didn’t see it? That’s why the different color back is
effective because it cancels the sleight-of-hand hypothesis.

But does the all-blank climax bring anything to the party? Or is it redundant and insignificant?
We know it gets a consistently good reaction. On the one hand, if somehow you knew what the
named card would be, arranging blank cards would be child’s play. On the other, the blank
cards are clearly invested with relevance and significance. As cognoscenti, familiar with the
workings of the trick, the logic of the redundancy seems obvious. I think the uninitiated ascribe
significance to the blank cards: they must be there for some reason. As a result, they conclude
that the blanks are also there to cancel a method successfully, even though they haven’t
thought of that method yet. Otherwise, why bother? Seeing that the blanks must be as
important as they seem, they react accordingly.

Redundant climaxes appear to cancel methods your audience hasn’t arrived at and increase the
effect accordingly—a more logical conclusion than that the performer had no reason at all.

In this trick, the “lucky” climax is not necessarily the intended conclusion; there may be other
words that could have been spelled. The Royal Flush, however, clearly indicates an intended
result and, in a way, also confirms that the “lucky” was intended as well. Not exactly a
redundant climax, but even if it was, a welcome one.

MULTI-COLORED backs and casino cards make the trick highly commercial, but the method is
flexible. Using typical cards, for example, you can arrange to spell any five-letter word or name
and produce any five cards. (Five is the optimal number of cards/letters for the underlying
method. Four is not enough. Six is too many but could work.)


